The first impression of Typical Truck stop

Truck stop, fueling station usually have the similar shape and form, people get used to find the similar structures of building using and transportation. But here is quite different, using some more architectural way.
Plastic art and spatial plasticity

Key words: Clay, remove some part from a whole.

Terracotta

Sculpture: softness, symmetrical, myth.

"Spatial plasticity in urban street space design suggests that organization and internal relations are in and with each other. Spatial plasticity allows decay or change in any direction of a space is defined by the shape of the spaces or any other side of the wall, including the wall in the central axis of the space of organization of material in organization of the space and the outside of the space and its interaction transitions in the back of (land/road)"
Space overlapping, transforming, interacting
Technology affecting human being's life

Different automobiles at the same time period

Car transformation process

First E-car prototype

I am thinking the next 50-100 years will be a hypercar market for gas E car. Due to a lot of reasons explained, the gas car cannot be replaced by E car shortly.
Design Strategy

- Conveying belt, vacuum machine, truss, and telescopic installation
- Space dependent on programming
- Ramp
- Factory, storage, deliverable tunnel underneath
- Corridor space
- Amphitheater
- PARKING
- Assembling, movable slab

1. Define the project's essential program
2. Analyze the surrounding context
3. Define and develop the design principles
Two point perspective drawing